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The present volume is a cutting-edge collection of
cross- and transdisciplinary take on multilingualism
in film. Its topics range from translation theory to
political and aesthetic quandaries of audiovisual
translation and subtitling, to narratological function of
multilingualism in fiction, to language ideologies and
language poetics onscreen.
We live in a world dominated by mass art. Movies,
TV, pulp literature, comics, rock music--both
broadcast and recorded--surround us everywhere in
the industrialized world and beyond. However,
despite the fact that for the majority mass art
supplies the primary source of aesthetic
experience,the area has been neglected entirely by
analytic philosophers of art. In The Philosophy of
Mass Art, Noel Carroll, a leading figures in the field
of aesthetic philosophy, attempts to address that
lacuna. He shows why philosophers have previously
resisted and/or misunderstood mass art and he
developsframeworks for understanding the relation
of mass art to the emotions, morality, and ideology
discussing the accounts of such theorists in the field
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as Collingwood, Adorno, Benajmin, McCluhan, and
Fiske. Mixing conceptual analysis and many vivid
examples, the author proposes the first significant
attempt at a philosophy of mass art in the analytical
tradition concluding there are strong grounds for
approaching mass art in the same fashion as high
art.
The Jung-White Letters charts fifteen years of
correspondence between C. G. Jung and Victor
White, an English Dominican priest and theologian.
The dialogue between the two provides valuable
insights into the development of Jung's thought, and
the relationship between psychology and religion.
Jung hoped that his correspondence with White
would help him to reinterpret the classic Christian
symbols and White sought Jung's support of his
project to integrate analytical psychology into
Catholic theology. Although both Jung and White
were committed to a productive collaboration, the
letters trace a trajectory toward a crisis of
misunderstanding and betrayal, culminating in a
sharpening of disagreements after publication of
Jung's Answer to Job. The letters are presented with
great attention to authenticity, and Jung's previously
published letters have been restored to their original
style. The text is helpfully annotated throughout with
historical, literary and personal references. A wealth
of editorial material is also included to set the letters
in context, including an authoritative memoir of Victor
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White. Jung's engagement with White was an
essential dialogue that contributed importantly to his
late writings, forcing him to refine his critique of
classical theology. This volume will be of great
interest to all Jungian analysts, psychoanalysts and
psychotherapists and anyone interested in
investigating the complex relationship between
analytical psychology and religion.
This book is the first to establish the relevance of
same-sex desires, pleasures and anxieties in the
cinema of post-war Italy. It explores cinematic
representations of homosexuality and their
significance in a wider cultural struggle in Italy
involving society, cinema, and sexuality between the
1940s and 1970s. Besides tracing the evolution of
representations through both art and popular films,
this book also analyses connections with consumer
culture, film criticism and politics. Giori uncovers how
complicated negotiations between challenges to and
valorization of dominant forms of knowledge of
homosexuality shaped representations and argues
that they were not always the outcome of hatred but
also sought to convey unmentionable pleasures and
complicities. Through archival research and a survey
of more than 600 films, the author enriches our
understanding of thirty years of Italian film and
cultural history.
This collection offers a fresh re-reading and reimagining of Italian Americans in film, from actors to
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directors, from subject to agency. The trans-Atlantic
discourse that emerges from these keenly insightful
essays offers a guidepost for future analyses. As we
come to understand the evolving paradigm of Italian
Americans, whose cinematic representation has long
been object of discussion and debate, Mediated
Ethnicity constitutes a prismatic lens through which
the contemporary viewer/reader may re-discover the
cultural positioning of Italians in America. - John
Tintori Associate Arts Professor and Chair, Graduate
Film Program New York University Tisch School of
the Arts
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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In the winter of 2014, Arundhati Roy and actor John
Cusack met Edward Snowden and Daniel Ellsberg,
the Snowden of the 1960s. Their conversations
touched on some of the great themes of our times Ð
the nature of the state, surveillance in an era of
perpetual war, and the meaning of patriotism
Media and Communication traces the historical
development of media and communication studies in
the 20th century. Paddy Scannell explores how the
field formed and developed in both North America
and in Europe, expertly introducing and explaining a
host of essential media thinkers, ideas and concepts
along the way. Including a new chapter on media
events, this second edition of a classic text provides
a comprehensive yet personal – and always
accessible – analysis of media and communication
theory and history. It is an invaluable resource for
students across media and communication studies,
cultural studies, and sociology.
What does it mean to be a man? What does it mean
to be manly? How has our notion of masculinity
changed over the years? In this book, noted
historian George L. Mosse provides the first
historical account of the masculine stereotype in
modern Western culture, tracing the evolution of the
idea of manliness to reveal how it came to embody
physical beauty, courage, moral restraint, and a
strong will. This stereotype, he finds, originated in
the tumultuous changes of the eighteenth century,
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as Europe's dominant aristocrats grudgingly yielded
to the rise of the professional, bureaucratic, and
commercial middle classes. Mosse reveals how the
new bourgeoisie, faced with a bewildering, rapidly
industrialized world, latched onto the knightly ideal of
chivalry. He also shows how the rise of universal
conscription created a "soldierly man" as an ideal
type. In bringing his examination up to the present,
Mosse studies the key historical roles of the socalled "fairer sex" (women) and "unmanly men"
(Jews and homosexuals) in defining and maintaining
the male stereotype, and considers the possible
erosion of that stereotype in our own time.
When the sad, beautiful Signora Giulia goes missing
without a trace from her Lake Como villa home, it is
her husband who reports her disappearance to the
detective Sciancalepre, and so the search begins one that takes Sciancalepre beneath the tranquil
surface of local bourgeois society, a world of
snobbery and secrets, while mysterious shadows
lurk in the grounds of the family villa . . . As his
investigation gathers pace this atmospheric classic
detective story becomes a thrilling game of legal cat
and mouse. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Ad Reinhardt is probably best known for his black
paintings, which aroused as much controversy as
admiration in the American art world when they were
first exhibited in the 1950s. Although his ideas about
art and life were often at odds with those of his
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contemporaries, they prefigured the ascendance of
minimalism. Reinhardt's interest in the Orient and in
religion, his strong convictions about the value of
abstraction, and his disgust with the commercialism
of the art world are as fresh and valid today as they
were when he first expressed them.
In a book without words, a young girl creates
imaginative stories with fantastical worlds using the
shadows of such everyday objects as a vacuum, a
shoe, and an apple, transforming them with the click
of a lamp switch.
What is craft? How is it different from fine art or
design? In A Theory of Craft, Howard Risatti
examines these issues by comparing handmade
ceramics, glass, metalwork, weaving, and furniture
to painting, sculpture, photography, and machinemade design from Bauhaus to the Memphis Group.
He describes craft's unique qualities as functionality
combined with an ability to express human values
that transcend temporal, spatial, and social
boundaries. Modern design today has taken over
from craft the making of functional objects of daily
use by employing machines to do work once done
by hand. Understanding the aesthetic and social
implications of this transformation forces us to see
craft as well as design and fine art in a new
perspective, Risatti argues. Without a way of
understanding and valuing craft on its own terms, the
field languishes aesthetically, being judged by fine
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art criteria that automatically deny art status to craft
objects. Craft must articulate a role for itself in
contemporary society, says Risatti; otherwise it will
be absorbed by fine art or design and its singular
approach to understanding the world will be lost. A
Theory of Craft is a signal contribution to
establishing a craft theory that recognizes, defines,
and celebrates the unique blend of function and
human aesthetic values embodied in the craft object.
An anthology of writings and projects by artists who
developed and extended the genre of institutional
critique. "Institutional critique” is an artistic practice
that reflects critically on its own housing in galleries
and museums and on the concept and social
function of art itself. Such concerns have always
been a part of modern art but took on new urgency
at the end of the 1960s, when—driven by the social
upheaval of the time and enabled by the tools and
techniques of conceptual art—institutional critique
emerged as a genre. This anthology traces the
development of institutional critique as an artistic
concern from the 1960s to the present by gathering
writings and representative art projects of artists
from across Europe and throughout the Americas
who developed and extended the genre. The texts
and artworks included are notable for the range of
perspectives and positions they reflect and for their
influence in pushing the boundaries of what is meant
by institutional critique. Like Alberro and Stimson's
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Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology this volume will
shed new light on its subject through its critical and
historical framing. Even readers already familiar with
institutional critique will come away from this book
with a greater and often redirected understanding of
its significance. Artists represented include Wieslaw
Borowski, Daniel Buren, Marcel Broodthaers,
Groupe de Recherche d'Art Visuel, Hans Haacke,
Robert Smithson, John Knight, Graciela Carnevale,
Osvaldo Mateo Boglione, Guerilla Art Action Group,
Art Workers' Coalition, Mierle Laderman Ukeles,
Michael Asher, Mel Ramsden, Adrian Piper, The
Guerrilla Girls, Laibach, Silvia Kolbowski, Andrea
Fraser, Fred Wilson, Mark Dion, Maria Eichhorn,
Critical Art Ensemble, Bureau d'Études,
WochenKlausur, The Yes Men, Hito Steyerl,
Andreas Siekmann.
A miniature edition of Pre-Raphaelite images
accompanied by excerpts from contemporary poetry.
This book integrates four distinct topics: young
people, citizenship, new media, and learning
processes. When taken together, these four topics
merge to define an arena of social and research
attention that has become compelling in recent
years. The general international concern expressed
of declining democratic engagement and the role of
citizenship today becomes all the more acute when it
turns to younger people. At the same time, there is
growing attention being paid to the potential of new
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media – especially internet and mobile telephony – to
play a role in facilitating newer forms of political
participation. It is clear that many of the present
manifestations of ‘new politics’ in the extra
parliamentarian domain, not only make sophisticated
use of such media, but are indeed highly dependent
on them. With an impressive array of contributors,
this book will appeal to those interested in a number
of spheres, including media and cultural studies,
political science, pedagogy, and sociology.
“Tackles novelist Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan
quartet in terms of their ‘creative forms of [female]
resistance’ . . . A richly layered study.” —Kirkus
Reviews “I greatly admire the work of Tiziana de
Rogatis. She is a reader of deep refinement. Often I
think that she knows my books better than I. So, I
read her with admiration and remain silent.” —Elena
Ferrante, in the magazine, San Lian Sheng Huo
Zhou Kan Ferrante’s four-volume novel cycle known
in English as the Neapolitan quartet has become a
global success, with over ten million readers in close
to fifty countries. Her readers recount feeling
“addicted” to the novels; they describe a pleasure in
reading that is as rare as it is irresistible, a
compulsion that leads them either to devour the
books or to ration them so as to prolong the
pleasure. De Rogatis here addresses that same
transnational, diverse, transversal audience. Elena
Ferrante’s Key Words is conceived as a lighted path
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made of luminous key words that synthesize the
multiform aspects of Ferrante’s writing and guide us
through the labyrinth of her global success. “An
exceptional companion to the source material,
particularly for the lit-crit crowd looking to affirm
Ferrante’s reinvention of the future of the novel.”
—Library Journal
Literary Nonfiction. Film Studies. Remarkable for the
variety and sophistication of the approaches that it
brings to its subject matter, SCREENING
ETHNICITY makes a powerful argument for the
validity, indeed the necessity, of Italian American
cinema as an object of study. By including the
concepts of race, gender, and social class along with
the more obvious themes of identity and ethnicity,
this collection sheds new light on the careers of
Frank Capra, Francis Ford Coppola, Michael Cimino,
Martin Scorsese, Quentin Tarantino, and the recently
canonized David Chase, while calling attention to the
achievements of such lesser known figures as Abel
Ferrara, Stanley Tucci, Mariarosy Calleri, and Nancy
Savoca. "It comes as no suprise that there is so
much smart thinking and writing contained in this
book" Bill Tonelli, Rolling Stone."
The author's primary object of investigation in this
text is not the Caravaggio, but rather the issue of
temporality in art. She analyzes the productives
relationship between Caravaggio and a number of
late-20th century artists who "quote" the baroque
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master in their own works.
Translated here into English for the first time is a
monumental work of literary history and criticism
comparable in scope and achievement to Eric
Auerbach’s Mimesis. Italian critic Francesco
Orlando explores Western literature’s obsession
with outmoded and nonfunctional objects (ruins,
obsolete machinery, broken things, trash, etc.).
Combining the insights of psychoanalysis and
literary-political history, Orlando traces this
obsession to a turning point in history, at the end of
eighteenth-century industrialization, when the
functional becomes the dominant value of Western
culture. Roaming through every genre and much of
the history of Western literature, the author identifies
distinct categories into which obsolete images can
be classified and provides myriad examples. The
function of literature, he concludes, is to remind us of
what we have lost and what we are losing as we
rush toward the future.
A history of American and British television drama,
this book charts how the two production systems
have moved closer together since the 1970s: both
observe each other to drive innovation, and both
continuously turn to each other to find new markets
and new production partners. Although earlier
collaborations exist, this increased
transnationalisation of US and UK television drama
has intensified since the 1970s as the increased
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number of channels and new technologies such as
the internet and cable and satellite have led to
stronger competition. Examining genres as diverse
as period drama, the mini-series, the super-soaps of
Dallas and Dynasty, crime drama and the recent
spout of celebrated British and American quality
drama, this book investigates how marketing
campaigns within the press continually return these
dramas into the realm of the nations they represent.
In this post-digital age, digital technology is no longer
a revolutionary
Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books
of Umber trilogy with Happenstance Found—now
available in paperback—when twelve-yearold
Happenstance awakens in a cave with no memory of
who he is or how he came to be there. Lord Umber
and his companions rescue Hap, and the group sets
out on dangerous and unusual missions that
continue in Dragon Games. Hap’s and Umber’s
journeys take them to the corrupt kingdom of
Sarnica, where Umber’s nemesis has acquired
some dragon eggs. Umber wants to study a new
magical species, but what starts as a quest for
knowledge turns into a dangerous rescue operation.
The deft plotting of these actionpacked, heartstopping adventures will pique the imagination and
leave readers anxious for the final installment.
In the following three chapters, Ferraris examines
the universalization of the domain of interpretation
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with Heidegger, the development of Heideggerian
philosophical hermeneutics with Gadamer and
Derrida, and the relation between hermeneutics and
epistemology, on the one hand, and the human
sciences, on the other.
Understanding Media, Today. McLuhan in the Era of
Convergence Culture
Existential semiotics involves an a priori state of
signs and their fixation into objective entities. These
essays define this new philosophical field.
Grandi madri medialiarchetipi dell'immaginario
collettivo nel fumetto e nel cinema
d'animazioneSociologia Italiana - AIS Journal of
Sociology n. 3Aprile 2014EGEA spa
Translation of dalla parle delle bambine.
"Originally published in single magazine form as
Airboy #1-4" -- title page verso.
In Quebec National Cinema Bill Marshall tackles the
question of the role cinema plays in Quebec's view
of itself as a nation. Surveying mostly fictional
feature films, Marshall demonstrates how Quebec
cinema has evolved from the innovative direct
cinema of the early 1960s into the diverse canvas of
popular comedies, glossy co-productions, and
reworked auteur cinema of the postmodern 1990s.
He explores the faultlines of Quebec identity - its
problematic and contradictory relationship with
France, the question of Native peoples, the influence
of the cosmopolitan and pluralist city of Montreal,
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and the encounters between sexuality, gender, and
nation traced and critiqued in women's and queer
cinemas. In the first comprehensive, theoretically
informed work in English on Quebec cinema,
Marshall views his subject as neither the assertion of
some unproblematic national wholeness nor a
random collection of disparate voices that drown out
or invalidate the question of nation. Instead, he
shows that while the allegory of nation marks
Quebec film production it also leads to a tension
between textual and contextual forces, between
homogeneity and heterogeneity, and between major
and minor modes of being and identity. Drawing on a
broad framework of theory and particularly indebted
to the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari,
Quebec National Cinema makes a valuable
contribution to debates in film studies on national
cinemas and to the burgeoning interest in French
studies in the culture and politics of la francophonie.
Bill Marshall is professor of Modern French Studies
at the University of Glasgow. He has written several
books and numerous articles on film and
Francophone culture.
Inventing Peace revolves around the question of
how we look at the world, but do not see it when
there is so much war, injustice, suffering and
violence. What are the ethical and moral
consequences of looking, but not seeing, and, most
of all, what has become of the notion of peace in all
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this? In the form of a written dialogue, Wim Wenders
and Mary Zournazi consider this question as one of
the fundamental issues of our times as well as the
need to reinvent a visual and moral language for
peace. Inspired by various cinematic, philosophical,
literary and artistic examples, Wenders and Zournazi
reflect on the need for a change of perception in the
everyday as well as in the creation of images. In its
unique style and method, Inventing Peace
demonstrates an approach to peace through sacred,
ethical and spiritual means, to provide an alternative
to the inhumanity of war and violence. Their book
might help to make peace visible and tangible in new
and unforeseen ways.
"Susan Vreeland set a high standard with Girl in
Hyacinth Blue.... The Passion of Artemisia is even
better.... Vreeland's unsentimental prose turns the
factual Artemisia into a fictional heroine you won't
soon forget." —People A true-to-life novel of one of
the few female post-Renaissance painters to achieve
fame during her own era against great struggle.
Artemisia Gentileschi led a remarkably "modern" life.
Vreeland tells Artemisia's captivating story,
beginning with her public humiliation in a rape trial at
the age of eighteen, and continuing through her
father's betrayal, her marriage of convenience,
motherhood, and growing fame as an artist. Set
against the glorious backdrops of Rome, Florence,
Genoa, and Naples, inhabited by historical
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characters such as Galileo and Cosimo de' Medici II,
and filled with rich details about life as a seventeenthcentury painter, Vreeland creates an inspiring story
about one woman's lifelong struggle to reconcile
career and family, passion and genius.
Napoli/New York/Hollywood is an absorbing
investigation of the significant impact that Italian
immigrant actors, musicians, and directors—and the
southern Italian stage traditions they embodied—have
had on the history of Hollywood cinema and
American media, from 1895 to the present day. In a
unique exploration of the transnational
communication between American and Italian film
industries, media or performing arts as practiced in
Naples, New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles,
this groundbreaking book looks at the historical
context and institutional film history from the
illuminating perspective of the performers
themselves—the workers who lend their bodies and
their performance culture to screen representations.
In doing so, the author brings to light the cultural
work of families and generations of artists that have
contributed not only to American film culture, but
also to the cultural construction and evolution of
“Italian-ness” over the past century. Napoli/New
York/Hollywood offers a major contribution to our
understanding of the role of southern Italian culture
in American cinema, from the silent era to
contemporary film. Using a provocative
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interdisciplinary approach, the author associates
southern Italian culture with modernity and the
immigrants’ preservation of cultural traditions with
innovations in the mode of production and in the use
of media technologies (theatrical venues, music
records, radio, ethnic films). Each chapter
synthesizes a wealth of previously under-studied
material and displays the author’s exceptional ability
to cover transnational cinematic issues within an
historical context. For example, her analysis of the
period from the end of World War I until the
beginning of sound in film production in the end of
the 1920s, delivers a meaningful revision of the
relationship between Fascism and American cinema,
and Italian emigration. Napoli/New York/Hollywood
examines the careers of those Italian performers
who were Italian not only because of their origins but
because their theatrical culture was Italian, a culture
that embraced high and low, tragedy and comedy,
music, dance and even acrobatics, naturalism, and
improvisation. Their previously unexplored story—that
of the Italian diaspora’s influence on American
cinema—is here meticulously reconstructed through
rich primary sources, deep archival research,
extensive film analysis, and an enlightening series of
interviews with heirs to these traditions, including
Francis Coppola and his sister Talia Shire, John
Turturro, Nancy Savoca, James Gandolfini, David
Chase, Joe Dante, and Annabella Sciorra.
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Tale of a husband's obsession with his wife's
disastrous affair.
Contemporary social and cultural life is increasingly
organised around a logic of self-transformation,
where changing the body is seen as key.
Transforming Images examines how the future
functions within this transformative logic to indicate
the potential of a materially better time. The book
explores the crucial role that images have in
organising an imperative for transformation and in
making possible, or not, the materialisation of a
better future. Coleman asks the questions: which
futures are appealing and to whom? How do images
tap into and reproduce wider social and cultural
processes of inequality? Drawing on the recent
‘turns’ to affect and emotion and to understanding
life in terms of vitality, intensity and ‘liveness’ in
social and cultural theory, the book develops a
framework for understanding images as felt and lived
out. Analysing different screens across popular
culture – the screens of shopping, makeover
television programmes, online dieting plans and
government health campaigns – it traces how
images of self-transformation bring the future into the
present and affectively ‘draw in’ some bodies more
than others. Transforming Images will be of interest
to students and scholars working in sociology, media
studies, cultural studies and gender studies.
Rivista dell'Associazione Italiana di Sociologia.
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Born in Italy, the first avant-garde of the twentieth
century - before Cubism, Dadaism and Surrealism -,
Futurism is a major landmark in the history of art and
of modern thought. Rather than a school of painting
or literature, it was a revolutionary movement whose
aim was to create a new awareness and a new
approach to the world in general and to art in
particular. It embodied the determination to
perpetually regenerate man confronted with the
progress of technology (electricity, mechanization,
telecommunication ...). The Futurists' challenge was
to combine all the aspects of modernism within
aesthetic creation, re-considering them both in a
single dynamic sweep. Ranging from plastic arts to
culinary arts, they gave birth to amazing works that
would become references for the following avantgardes, and today, a legacy claimed by many artists.
In this reference summing-up, the author reviews the
different aesthetic stages of the movement, from
"plastic dynamism" in the 1910s to aeropainting in
the 1930s, and examines the relationship, long the
object of controversy, between the movement and
the Italian Fascist government.
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